1. The motion of a plane, rigid, macroscopic body, moving freely in a plane under the action of any force which depends solely on the position of the body, may be described by the motion of a lineal element composed of the center of gravity and a principal axis of inertia. Of the coordinates (x, y, 6) of the lineal element E, {x, y) denotes also the position of the center of gravity of the body and d the angle between a principal axis of inertia and the x-axis. The equations of motion of E are
(1) Mx = X{x, y, 0), My = F(x, y, 6), 18 = T{x, y, 6),
where Af is the mass, 7 the moment of inertia of the body about the center of gravity, X and Y the resultant forces in the x and y directions respectively, and T the torque. Dots will everywhere indicate differentiation with respect to the time t.
At any initial time, say i = 0, the body may be launched from any configuration (xo, yo, 6o), with any linear velocity (x0, yo), and with any angular velocity tV The lineal element E generates a unique trajectorial series. By varying the arbitrary constants Xo, yo, So, x0, yo, 0o, there is obtained in all, since each trajectorial series may be described from any one of its elements, oos trajectorial series. Thus, to each field of force and each macroscopic body there .corresponds a definite quintuply infinite system of series. 2. Let the maximum diameter r of the macroscopic body approach zero in such a way that the position of the center of gravity with respect to the body, the directions of the principal axes of inertia with respect to the body, and the relative magnitude of the two principal moments of inertia remain constant. The resulting ideal system is called an element-particle and its equations of motion are defined as (2) x = lim X/M, y = lim Y/M, 6 = lim T/I.
t-»0 r->0 r-»0
As for the macroscopic body, to each field of force and element-particle there corresponds a definite quintuply infinite system of trajectorial series, which system would be found by eliminating the time from the equations of motion.
3. The coordinates (x, y, 6) in equations (1) are lagrangian coordinates.
Thus, when the acceleration field, whose x and y components are denoted by <j>{x, y) and \p{x, y) respectively, is a potential field, the functions X, Y, and T are derivable from a potential function U{x, y, 6). As this property is not true for the limit functions which are the right-hand members of (2), it was desirable to introduce the concept of microscopic body, for which the precise definition and the equations of motion are given in §8. The components of the force and the torque acting on a microscopic body have the desired property: if there exists a function m(x, y) such that ux = 4> and uy=\}/, then there exists a function U{x, y, 6) such that UX = X, Uv= Y, U$ = T, where now X and Y
are the x and y components of the total force and T is the torque acting on the microscopic body. The subscripts denote partial derivatives. For the microscopic body, as for the macroscopic body and the elementparticle, there corresponds to each field of force and each microscopic body oo5 trajectorial series.
4. In each of the three cases described there exist, as subsets of the trajectorial series, trajectorial unions. Union is used in the ordinary sense as a series whose elements coincide in direction with the tangents to the base curve of the series; a trajectorial union is a trajectorial series which is a union. It is the purpose of this paper to investigate in detail the geometric character of trajectorial unions for the general element-particle (').
The equations of motion 5. If c/> and \pi2) are the x and y components of the acceleration field F, and if p{a, ß) is the density function for the macroscopic body R referred to the principal axes of inertia of the body, then the equations of motion are given by (1) where explicitly M = ff PdA, I = ff p{a2 + ß2)dA,
J J r J J R T = f f pïix + a', y + ß')a'dA -ff p<b{x + a', y + ß')ß'dA, a' = a cos 0 -ß sin 6, ß' = a sin 6 + ß cos 6.
It may be easily verified that if the acceleration field F is derivable from a potential u, that is, if <j> = ux and \f/ = uy, then there exists a potential function (') The geometric characterization of the unions associated with a macroscopic body, with a microscopic body and the trajectorial series in all three cases will be treated in later papers. The corresponding theories in space, on a surface, and so on, will also be reserved for future papers.
(2) The functions <f> and ¡p are assumed to be uniform and to possess continuous partial derivatives of the third order in the region of the plane considered.
U such that X= Ux, Y= Uv, and T= Ue. In particular, U = f f puix + a', y + ß')dA.
Those bodies for which every direction from the center of gravity of the body may serve as a principal axis of inertia will be called radially isotropic. It is self-evident that the components of the force and the torque acting on a radially isotropic body are independent of 6. 6. For the element-particle, equations (2) reduce to and where the limiting process conforms with the conditions of §2. The limr,o7/7 was determined as follows. The function </>(x-f-a', y+/3'), considered as a function of a and ß, has the expansion about the origin / d d\ 4>ix +■ a', y + ß') = <b + a I cos 6-h sin 6 -J 4>
where <£=c/>(x,y), c/>I = 0I(x,y), <by=4>vix,y), 4>xx=(pxxix+Ta', y+rß'), <pxy = <pXyix+Ta', y+rß'), <pyy = (pyyix+Ta', y+rß'), and where 0<t<1. A similar expansion can be obtained for ^(x+a;', y-\-ß'). Substituting these expansions into T, as given in (3), noting that the a, ß axes coincide with the principal axes of inertia of the body and that the second order partial deriva-tives of 4> and yp are continuous, the limr^o7/7 is seen to be as given in the right side of equation (4.3).
The right sides of (4.1) and (4.2) were determined in similar fashion. However, in these cases it was necessary to expand the functions <f> and \p to include only first order partial derivatives.
7. In general, if the functions <p and \¡/ are the components of a potential field of force and m(x, y) is the potential function, there will not exist a potential function Z7(x, y, 0) such that the right members of (4) are UX, Uy, and Ue. However, there are two exceptional cases when U will exist. For any elementparticle, if u(x, y) = (ci + ct)x2 + ctxy + dy2 + ctx + c6y where the c, are constants, then Uix, y, 0) = u(x, y) + 2"1(z! -7/*)(c3 sin 20 + c2 cos 20).
For the special element-particle for which I* = Iß* (which will be called a symmetric element-particle) the torque is identically zero(3) and, therefore, we may set t/(x, y, 6) =m(x, y). These are the only exceptional cases.
8. The equations of motion for the microscopic body are determined as follows. The functions c/>(x+a:', y+j3') and \pix+-a', y-\-ß') may be expanded in the same manner as was done in (5) but this time to include the third order partial derivatives. These expansions are to be substituted into the integrals for X and Y of (3). In the integral for T of (3), the expansion (5) for cpix+oc', y+-ß') and the similar expansion for \pix-\-a', y+/3') may be used. The expansion for X becomes X = M<b + 4"1/V2c/> + 4-1(/" -Iß) [(<bxx -<pvv) In an analagous manner the expansion for F is obtained, the function Q% defined, and the number g2 determined. A body shall be called microscopic when its maximum diameter is so small that each of the three integrals Qu Q2, and Q3 may be neglected in the computation of the forces X and Fand the torque T acting on the body. The purpose of this definition is to introduce a system in which the torque and the components of the force approximate the comparable quantities acting on an element-particle, but which system has the added property that if the body is in a potential field, then the torque and the components of the total force acting on it are also derivable from a potential function.
The equations of motion for a microscopic body are it is necessary to eliminate the time. Along any series, y and 6 are functions of x. If accents are used to indicate differentiation with respect to x, then there exist the following relations between y(x) and 0(x) on the one hand and x(/), y it), and dit) on the other.
The elimination of the time derivatives between the equations (7) and (8) Y -y'X T -~6 ' rx Differentiate (7) with respect to the time and eliminate all time derivatives between these three new equations, (7), (8), and
There result two new equations free of the time The quintuply infinite system of trajectorial series is completely represented by equations (9) and (10). Equation (11) is a consequence of (9) and (10). Since a trajectorial series is uniquely determined by the assignment of the initial values of x, y, 6, y', 6', y" (this is equivalent to the assignment of the initial position and the initial velocities), the values of 6" and y"' are given by (9) and (10) and the values of 6'", yIV, and so on, are obtained by successive differentiation of (9) and (10). 11. The differential equations of the oo6 trajectorial series associated with (a) a macroscopic body, (b) an element-particle, (c) a microscopic body are equations (9) and (10) (6), where Af is the mass, and where 7 is the polar moment of inertia about the center of gravity of the microscopic body.
The equations of the unions of the trajectorial series 12. To determine the equations for the unions of the trajectorial series, adjoin the conditions y"
(1 + y'2)y'" -2y'y"2 0 = arctan y', l + y'
(i + y'T License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use to equations (9) and (10) and eliminate 9 and its derivatives. The equations (9) and (10) become (12) y'" = Piy" + Qiy"2,
y'" = P2y" + Ö2y"2,
13. It is seen immediately that the maximum number of trajectorial unions that can be obtained in any of the cases considered does not exceed oo3. The necessary and sufficient conditions that there be oo3 unions are
Pi m P2, Qi = Qs,
for all x, y, y'. In expanded form, these two conditions may be written
(IV -y'Xy)il + y'2) = 2(X + y'Y).
14. For a macroscopic body R with density function p(a, ß), equations (14) and (15) are integro-differential equations on the two components of the force c/>(x, y) and \pix, y).
Theorem
2. If R is a macroscopic, radially isotropic body, there does not exist an acceleration field such that the °°5 trajectorial series contain oo3 unions.
If R is radially isotropic, then X and Y are independent of y'. The lefthand side of (15) is identically zero; the right-hand side implies that both Xand Yare identically zero. Therefore, by equation (14), 7*is zero. The totality of unions would be the a>2 straight lines of the plane.
3. There does not exist an acceleration field such that the oe5 trajectorial series associated with an element-particle moving in the field contain oo3 unions.
For an element-particle, Xi=(p) and Y(=i/') are independent of y'; therefore by (15) both are identically zero. Equation (14) then implies that T is zero. The totality of unions would be the straight lines of the plane.
4. There does not exist an acceleration field such that the °°5 trajectorial series associated with a microscopic body moving in the field contain (15) by M and substitute into it the right-hand members of equations (6), remembering that tan 0=y'. The resulting identity may be written as a polynomial in y' equal to zero. As each coefficient of this polynomial must be identically zero also, the following equations are implied. (21) and (22) where 0g^ = 7|^l. If the element-particle is an element-rod, that is, if k = 0, then (24) implies that of the °o5 trajectorial series associated with an element-rod moving in an arbitrary field of force, the only possible oo2 unions are the straight line unions. Thus if, among the =o8 trajectorial series associated with an element-particle moving in an arbitrary field of force, there are to be oo2 unions which are not straight lines, then the differential equation of these unions must be (24), where 0<&^1.
Obviously, the unions must be a subset of the curves defined by (23)(4).
18. The differential equation (24), being of specific analytic form in y' and y", may be characterized geometrically in the following manner. Through each point there passes oo1 unions, one union in each direction. To each union construct the osculating circle; there is one for each direction. The centers of these osculating circles lie on an equilateral hyperbola which passes through the given point. If (x, y) is the fixed point, which without loss of generality may be taken as the origin, and if (£, 77) are the coordinates of the centers of the osculating circles, then the equation of the equilateral hyperbola is (25) *(ft + ft)(f? -r,2) + 2*(ft -*")& + 20j -¿f) = 0.
19. Through the fixed point, in a fixed direction y', there passes «o1 of the 00* curves defined by (23). Kasner(5) has shown that if the osculating circles of these 00J curves be drawn, there will be just one hyperosculating circle, and that the centers of the 00 ! hyperosculating circles obtained by varying y' lie on a conic passing through the fixed point. In the (£, r;) co-(*) The equation (23) It is obvious that the equilateral hyperbola (25) and the conic (26) are tangent at the origin. Let (xi, yi) and (x2, y2) be the two other points of intersection. The circle through these two points and the origin is tangent to both conies at the origin. The equation of the circle, found by subtracting (26) where 7>3 = (ft -ft).
It is clear that if two of the points co¡ are at infinity, the third point is also. 21. The significance of the points w¿ and the three conies is made apparent by the following theorem.
Theorem 5. If the equations (23) and (24) are compatible, then the points Wi, o)2, and «3 are at infinity; the circle (27) has degenerated to a straight line h; the conic (25) to two perpendicular straight lines h and /2; and the conic (26) into two perpendicular straight lines h and l3. In the special case & = 1/3, the conies (25) and (26) coincide; there is no circle (27); and the conic degenerates into two perpendicular straight lines h and h = h.
For convenience write 7 = 2(</> + vW* X -(* -y'0), m = {ft+ (ft-to)/-toy'2}, s = M(i + y'2) + {to + (ft -to)y -fty'2}(i + y'2). r --3*
Equations (23) and (24) become (28) \y'" = txy" + vy"2,
yy" = Ô.
The compatibility condition, equation (30), is obtained by eliminating y" and y'" between (28), (29), and the equation obtained by differentiating (29).
(30) yB\(yt + y'yv) + S2\yy + 7% + ySh> = T2X(5* + y%) + yÔUy.
The compatibility condition, a polynomial in y', must be identically satisfied for all values of x, y, y'; and in particular, it must be satisfied at each point for (6) y' = -ft*-However, for this value of y', 7=0, so that (30) reduces to (31) ô2\yy = 0.
Since 7"-= 2*/&^0 and X, for this value of y', is not zero, we must have 5=0. In expanded form this condition is (32) Di = (to + ft)(ft -ft) -2(ft -to)** = 0, and the point coi is at infinity. Equation (32) may be interpreted to mean that 5, considered as a polynomial in y', is divisible by 7, a polynomial of first degree in y'. The division being performed, equation (29) becomes k /ft + to\ (33) y" = _(I_T^W_y*)(i4-y«).
If there are to be 002 unions different from the straight lines of the plane, it is necessary that (ft-|-ft)f¡á0. Equation (28) y" (* -y to * -y'4>
The compatibility condition, obtained by eliminating y"and y'" between Í33), (34), and the logarithmic derivative of Í33), is a polynomial of first degree in y'. Equations (35) and (36) are obtained by equating each of the two (6) It is assumed that neither <#> nor^ is identically zero. If either one is zero, equation (23) is immediately integrable. Comparison of this first integral of (23) with (24) shows that the other component is also zero and that the only unions are the straight lines. (25) and (26) are identical. There is no circle (27). The point wi (and u¡2=Ui) is at infinity by virtue of equation (32), and the conic (25) degenerates to the two perpendicular straight lines U and h = l3. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.
22. If there are to be 002 unions among the 00 s trajectorial series, it is necessary that the field in which the element-particle moves be potential. If the potential function m(x, y) is introduced into (32) 
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use needed, we may, therefore, without loss of generality, set c = 0. The functions m(x, y) which satisfy (40) whenc = 0 separate into two classes which are distinguished by the symmetry or asymmetry of the element-particle. If the element-particle is symmetric, that is, if ¿ = 1/2, then
where ai is a function of x alone and <r2 is a function of y alone. If, however, the element-particle is asymmetric, that is, if ¿^1/2, then
The substitution of either (41) or (42) into (37) leads, after the suppression of the obvious nonzero factors, to the equation
Neither of the first two factors of (43) is zero. If either were zero, u would be a function of only one variable; therefore, one of the components of the field of force would be zero. However, we have seen that if one component is zero the compatibility condition requires that the other also be zero; therefore, the only unions would be the straight lines. Thus, only the third factor is zero and
since fji is a function of x alone and cr2 of y alone. Integrating, we obtain (44) o-i -f <r2 = aiix2 + y2) + 2d2x + 2d3y + d4.
The differential equation (33) may be written, after the introduction of the function 2G = log u, as follows: y" = (G" -y'Gx)(l + y'2).
Theorem 6. 7/ a symmetric element-particle moves in such a field of force that there are oo2 non-straight line unions among the oo6 trajectorial series, then the potential function ufor the field is given by (41) and (44) and the differential equation of these oo2 unions is
Theorem 7. If an asymmetric element-particle moves in such afield of force that there are °o2 non-straight line unions among the oo6 trajectorial series, then the potential function ufor the field is given by (42) and (44) and the differential equation of these oo2 unions is (46> y" -(ïtï) r ";i+;■> -*■*+1 h + r). (45) and (46). To simplify the discussion, we apply a translation to the (x, y) plane and write these equations as follows (47) y" = a(y -y'x)(l + y'2),
24. Property I. A set of oo2 curves of the plane is a velocity system if the centers of the ool osculating circles of the oo[ curves of the set through the point (x, y), constructed at (x, y), lie on a straight UneQ).
8. The set of oo2 trajectorial unions is a velocity system.
For the symmetric particle, the centers of the oo1 osculating circles, constructed at the point (x, y), of the oo1 curves of the set through (x, y) lie on the straight line whose equation, in the (£, 77) coordinate system, is whereas, for the asymmetric particle, the centers of the osculating circles lie on the straight line whose equation is For the symmetric element-particle, the equation of the line lv is (49) and the equation of the line lp is (49) with x replaced by x and y by y. If these two equations are to represent the same line, the coefficients must be proportional.
It is an easy consequence of the proportionality equations that License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
that is, p and p are inversive in a circle of radius(8) (l/a)1/2, a constant for a given field, centered at the origin.
Theorem 10. Property IIIS (for the symmetric particle). To each point p there corresponds a point p, which is inversive to p in a circle of fixed radius(s) about the origin, such that the centers of the oo1 osculating circles constructed at p lie on the same straight line as the centers of the oo ' osculating circles constructed at p.
For the asymmetric element-particle the situation is complicated by special cases. In the "general" case, for which (6&-1)^0 and b¿¿0, Property HI is applicable. The relation between p and p is /2k -l\
If either or both (6& -1) =0, b = 0, we do not consider a Property III. 27. For each point p there are defined two lines lP and lp . The point of intersection of these two lines is called p*. Let the distance from the center of the pencil of lines lp to the point p be s, to the point p be s, and to the point p* be s*. If (x*, y*) are the coordinates of the point p*, then
where h = i6k -l)/4k; similarly for y*; and the conclusion is obvious. is it a family of trajectorial unions? It will be shown that the answer is yes. 29. Given that the two-parameter family of curves defined by the differential equation (52) y" = gix, y, y') has Property I, that is, that the set of oo2 curves is a velocity system, and that the equation of the line /", on which lie the centers of the oo1 osculating circles constructed at the point (x, y) to the oo1 curves of the set passing through (x, y), is (53) AoiÜ -x) + Boiv -y) = 1
where Ao and B0 are arbitrary functions of (x, y), then equation (52) has the form (54) y" = (750 -y'Ao)il + y'2).
30. If a set of oo2 curves has, in addition to Property I, Property II, then the functions Ao and B0 are not arbitrary, but satisfy some specific condition. Property II states, in effect, that there exists a fixed point, which for convenience is taken as the origin, such that the line lP , which is perpendicular to the line lp whose equation is (53) and passes through the point (x, y), passes through the fixed point, the origin. The equation of the line lp' is (55) Boil -x) -Aoi-o -y) = 0.
As this line is to contain the fixed point, the origin, we must have
Therefore, the differential equation of any two-parameter family of curves which has Properties I and II is To prove this, note that Property IVa'" implies that the line lp, whose equation is (53), passes through the origin. Setting £, 77 equal to zero and, with (55), solving for Ao, we find that Property IVa' states that p and p* are inversive in a circle of fixed radius h, center at the origin. Thus, from (58),
Ai=
-(x2+ y2 -h)-1 and, when substituted in (57), reduces that equation to (y -y'x)(l + y'2) y (x2 + y2 -h) which is identical with (48), provided £ = 1/6 and we identify b with -h.
This concludes the sufficiency of the geometric characterization of the "special" asymmetric cases; there remain the symmetric and general asymmetric cases.
34. Property III. We have seen that the differential equation of any twoparameter family of curves which has Properties I and II is of the form (57). The centers of the oo1 osculating circles constructed, at the point p, to the oo ! curves of the family passing through p lie on the straight line lp, whose equation is (59) ¿i[*(ix) + yin -y)] = 1.
We define the function where m and re are constants which will be determined later, so that we may write (59) as follows (60) x£ + yq = m(x2 + y2) -f-mn + A2.
By Property III, there exists a circle, center at the origin and of radius re, such that to every pair of points p and p, which are inverse points in this fixed circle, there corresponds the same line lp. The equation of the line lp associated with the point p is (60) ; the equation of the line lp associated with the point p is (61) x£ + yr\ -mix2 -\-y2) + mn + A2, where A2 is obtained by replacing x and y by x and y respectively in ^42. Since p and p are inverse points in the circle of radius re, equations (60) and (61) represent the same straight line; therefore, we must have The only functions ^42 which satisfy (62) are of the type
where / is an arbitrary function of the ratio y/x. To prove this, one need but take only the partial derivative of (62) with respect to x, obtain the linear partial differential equation for homogeneous functions of order one dA2 dA2
x-h y-= Ai dx dy and integrate. Thus far it has been proved that the differential equation of any twoparameter family of curves which has Properties I, II, and III is of the form The coordinate x* may be found also by eliminating y* between the equations of lp and lp'. When determined in this manner, mnx x2
x* = mx -\-1-fiy/x).
x2 + y2 x2 -\-y2
